Autumn Term
This term our topic was Healthy Heroes.
We were lucky enough to be contacted by Agent Steel (Head of The World Superhero
Agency), who asked us for his help to make his superheroes healthy again! They had become
slow and overweight due to poor diet and lack of exercise…

Sunday 1st November

Dear Kestrel Class,
I am writing to you in the strictest confidence on behalf of The World
Super Hero Agency.
My name is Agent Steel and I am head of the agency. Our spy crafts and
intelligence tell us that you are going to be learning about what it
takes to be healthy this half term with the help of your teacher Mr
Stamp.
We have had some problems lately with some of our heroes becoming worn
our very quickly, slowing down and not being able to fit into their
super hero clothing (which is actually very stretchy!)
I need your help to figure out exactly what we can do to stop our heroes
ending up like this!
I need you to spend the next 6 weeks investigating exactly what we can
do to ensure that all of our superheroes become fit and healthy again!
If you can do this I pledge on behalf of The World Super Hero Agency to
give you ALL super hero status and send you over a reward.
I will be in touch to check on your progress.
Until we next speak…goodbye and good luck!

This was a great topic where the children learnt about the importance of living a healthy
lifestyle.
The children wrote step by step instructions on how to make a healthy balanced pizza in
English, after a visit from Jepetti (an Italian pizza chef) we then went on to make and taste
the pizzas in our DT lessons.

We had visitors showing us how to live a healthy lifestyle and make the right food choices.
We made fruit and vegetable faces as part of our ‘5 a day canape’ challenge.

We used technology to explore the human skelteton and its jobs!

In RE we learnt all about the Hindu festival of light ‘Diwali’ We learnt about its history, how
it is celebrated and made our own diva lamps using clay. We then had a Diwali Party in our
classroom.

We all worked hard to earn our homework and reading awards too!

Spring Term
This half term, our topic was based around the novel ‘The Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes.
In our DT lessons we designed and made bottle rockets, thinking about air resistance. We
then launched them on the field!

In our English lessons, we became newspaper reporters and created our own class newspaper
called ‘The Kestrel News’ and an alternative called ‘The Space Bat News’. You can read our
newspaper reports about the landing of the Space Bat Angel Dragon in our classroom now!

In our science lessons we learnt all about forces and magnets. We investigated friction,
gravity and in particular all about the force of magnetism.

We

really

enjoyed

becoming

Science detectives, finding out
about different things through
experimenting.

We even made our own working
compass’ using bar magnets!

